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• The mean age was 81.17±7.7 years.

• 893 patients (43.8%) had neither delirium, nor
dementia nor cognitive impairment,

• 483 (23.7%) had cognitive impairment/no dementia,

• 230 (11.3%) dementia alone,

• 187 (9.2%) delirium alone and

• 244 (12.0%) DSD



The British Journal of Psychiatry (2009) 195, 61–66.



Mean age 78.1 years.

27.3% met criteria for dementia and 21% had mild
cognitive impairment (MCI).

Only 41% of those with dementia and 10% of those with
MCI had a previously documented impairment.













Dimissioni ospedaliere protette: NON ‘diagnosi’ 
in dimissione in anziani con deficit cognitivo

Anno 2009 – Dati Personali

SPMSQ Decadimento 
cognitivo

N°
pazienti

0 (0-4) Assente o Lieve 206

1 o 2
Moderato o 

Severo
207

2 (8-10) Severo 125
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The 6-CIT has been found to be short, simple,
feasible and acceptable to staff, can be used in the
visually impaired and is less educationally and
culturally biased, which are all very important test
characteristics when considering a test for use in
the ED and on busy clinical wards, although it still
remains unclear which cut-off is the most
appropriate for detecting cognitive impairment or
possible dementia.



The Abbreviated
Mental Test Score
(AMTS).

With a cut-off of <7,
pooled analysis of the
AMTS showed a
sensitivity of 81%, a
specificity of 84%.





The study instrument piloted was the Single Question

in Delirium (SQiD). It consists of one question directed

to the patient’s friend or relative:

‘Do you feel that [patient’s name] has been more

confused lately? ’

Conclusion: The SQiD demonstrates potential as a

simple clinical tool worthy or further investigation.



Single screening questions for dementia:

“How has your relative/friend’s memory changed
over the past 5 years (up to just before their current
illness?)”.

When compared to the IQCODE had a sensitivity of 83.3%
and specificity of 93.1%.

These findings show promise for use of an informant single
screening question tool as the first step in detection of
dementia in older people in acute hospital care.



• Currently, there is insufficient evidence to support
routine screening using a single-item approach.

• Conclusion: informant-based, single-item screening
questions show promise for detecting cognitive
impairment.
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With regard to the screening for major cognitive

disorders (dementia, delirium, and cognitive impairment

NOS) Digit Span Backward demonstrates reasonable

clinical utility.

Threshold analyses revealed that at the optimal cut-off

score is <3, for normalc control versus major

cognitive disorders.



The IQCODE can be used to identify older adults in

the general hospital setting who are at risk of

dementia and require specialist assessment.





• We found that 4AT scores of 0 or 1 effectively
‘rule out’ dementia.

• We found that 6-CIT with cut-off 8/9 or 9/10 can
also exclude dementia (NPV 0.95 and 0.94,
respectively) but PPV is low. A 13/14 cut-off
seems better in clinical practice to reduce
unnecessary workload from formal assessment
of false negative cases.



Conclusion: given that over 1/3 of older patients with delirium

were found to have a previously undiagnosed cognitive

impairment, the development and evaluation of services to

follow-up and manage patients with delirium are

warranted.



For beneficiaries with a discharge diagnosis of dementia
17.9% were classified as cognitively intact,
25.8% were mildly impaired, and 56.3% were
moderately or severely impaired on skilled nursing
facility (SNF) admission.

These findings provide evidence that a hospital
diagnosis of dementia might not always reflect
cognitive status on admission to an SNF.
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Grazie per l’attenzione


